ANTHONY   EDEN
would associate the First Lord of the Admiralty with the
clashing of sabres or Lord Cecil with the jangling of spurs.
It would have been difficult in connexion with any work to
find two countenances more essentially pacific.   I believe the
First Lord of the Admiralty went to Geneva with all the
benignity of a Father Christmas, and I believe the Noble
Lord,  Viscount Cecil,  went  there with the ecstasy of a
martyr on his way to the stake.   The stake in his case was
quite unnecessary and entirely self-imposed, but it does not
affect in any way the genuineness of his martyrdom.* If
this observation is surprising to those whose memory of Eden
does not go back before 1931, there are one or two more
which throw significant light upon his early attitude to the
general problem of British foreign policy and the League.
The Times reported him in three lines as agreeing that the
progress achieved by  die Disarmament Commission had
been slow but that they could not bang and hustle the world
into Peace.   But there was considerably more to it than
that.
The debate coincided with two considerable crises, one
between Italy and Jugoslavia over Albania, and the other a
boundary and minority tension between Jugoslavia and Bul-
garia. Mr. Noel Buxton, who preceded Eden in the debate,
drew attention to both these questions, and complained that
Italy was sending notes to the Great Powers but not to the
League.   In both cases there was an opportunity to bring the
disputes before the Council, in both cases they were being
treated on  old-fashioned  diplomatic   lines.    The  use of
Article XI should be considered to effect equitable frontier
control.   The peaceful settlement of the Greco-Bulgarian
frontier dispute of 1925—fresh in the memory, and ever since
a famous League of Nations example—was cited.   Eden,
however, refused to admit these parallels or precedents in the
Balkans, and put forward the positive if personal view that

